Abstract--In this paper, we investigate the meaning and impact of multi-dimensional construction of software, as exemplified by Aspect-Oriented Programming and Composition Filters. A simple application is introduced to illustrate the discussion topics. We conclude with a number of requirements for multi-dimensional programming.

In this paper, we investigate the meaning and impact of multi-dimensional construction of software with a few modeling approaches, notably aspect-oriented programming and composition filters.

1. MODELING SOFTWARE

From a software-engineering point of view, a key requirement of software development is to be able to construct a system by combining modules that have minimal dependencies between each other. When discussing components and modules, we will focus upon the source-code level, since many of the challenges in software development are related to the construction, adaptation and reuse of specifications (i.e., source code). In addition, there is a natural desire to have a direct mapping between source-code components and runtime components, as to avoid a large conceptual gap between specification and run-time entities.

In order to optimize the design, construction and maintenance process of software, we need to apply the divide-and-conquer principle by decomposing our software into smaller parts, that can be decomposed again, recursively. This decomposition process must continue until a level is reached where each unit (a) can be understood and constructed effectively, and (b) deals only with a single concern\(^1\).

The decomposition process is a problem-solving technique, but it provides at the same time a basis for system construction and maintenance by providing the building blocks for putting together a system.

---

\(^1\) Actually, the notion of 'a single concern' is undefined, because we can always decompose until we reach the finest possible specification level. The importance of the notion of a single concern is to find the right abstractions in our problem and solution domains such that they can be decomposed into more fine-grained parts without violating the existing structure and interfaces (in other words: such that further decomposition is structure-preserving).
As a basis for discussing software construction in general, and more specifically composition and decomposition of software, we introduce a number of definitions:

- The software product that is the result of the development process consists of a (usually large) collection of code fragments; we adopt the notion of code fragments as the most fine-grained independent specifications that can be merged into a running system. Each code fragment has its own identity and—most important—deals with a single concern only.

- A use case is the (description of) behavior for a typical usage of a system or product in a way that is non-specific for data values. A use case can be implemented by a number of code fragments. The execution (instantiation) of a use case consists of the ordered execution of a set of code fragments.

- The final code of a software product consists of a set of code fragments that is organized in such a way that the complete set of use cases defined for that product can be executed, while satisfying the (operational) quality requirements of the use case/product.

According to the above definitions, it is possible to develop software systems by collecting all the code fragments that are needed to implement all the use cases that are required for a particular software product. In general there will be overlap between use cases, which allows for sharing the same code fragment between multiple use cases.

We can visually represent a software product as follows:

![Diagram of software product representation](image)

**Figure 1. Modeling software as a collection of fragments.**

From the run-time perspective, this model of software products is satisfactory. However, assuming a very large collection of code fragments, it becomes impossible to manage the complexity of such a system. As a result, we must establish additional structure upon the code fragments. This is achieved by decomposing the system into smaller parts, which can be decomposed again, repeatedly, until the level of code fragments is reached: a divide and conquer strategy in order to manage system complexity.

- A decomposition is a particular (usually hierarchical) ordering upon design entities, such as code fragments. If there are several orderings upon the same group of entities, we refer to each ordering as a decomposition dimension.

The goal of this paper is to investigate approaches that go beyond the traditional decomposition dimensions of the object-oriented model.

## 2. Example Application

To understand and compare the various approaches, we will use one common example. The example is based on the following conceptual model, and should be thought of as a part of an application that manages real-time (audio or video) streams:

![Conceptual model for example application](image)

**Figure 2. Conceptual model for our example application**

The idea is that the Source represents an input device (anything from audio or video equipment to a communication channel to another application, as long as they repeatedly provide data that together form e.g. an audio or video stream). The Sink in this case is anything from an application to an output device that needs the data as a series of packets at regular intervals. The Buffer is used to deal with the timing differences between the input an output of this little system.

This application has to deal with the following concerns:

- **Synchronization:** the Buffer has only a limited size, which means that the Source should no longer add extra entries when the buffer is full (i.e. until the Sink has removed one or more entries).

- **Logging:** for testing purposes, all relevant information is to be logged, e.g. when a packet is handled by each part of the system, how it is synchronized, and how much memory is consumed by the various parts of the application. Logging is blocked when Buffer reaches its top capacity (e.g. at 95%), since this is a sign of system overload.

- **Memory Management:** for optimizing the usage of the limited memory available, each of the three parts in the system may dynamically claim extra memory. However, the following rules apply:
  1. The maximum amount of memory claimed by these three parts together is limited (say, to $M_{\text{max}}$). This amount may vary dynamically as well.
  2. The maximum amount of memory available for each part should be limited according to the following scheme: $M_{\text{source}}:M_{\text{buffer}}:M_{\text{sink}}:M_{\text{max}} = 4:8:13$. The effect of these rules is that the possibility to claim more memory in each part depends on the variable $M_{\text{max}}$ and the memory usage of the other parts at that time.

We show how these concerns and the concepts are related in a single table:

---

1. Not necessarily sequential, and possibly interleaved!
associated:
(maps to)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: the direction of mapping onto is from row to column.
"Y" is applied to, "i" indirectly applied to, "-" irrelevant

We can summarize that logging and memory management are cross-cutting concerns, whereas synchronization can be concentrated mostly at the buffer. It is also important to note the dependency between concerns: logging requires synchronization, and depends on the memory management concern.

It is natural to map the concepts in the above problem description to classes in various object-based approaches, and we will assume so unless denoted otherwise.

3. DECOMPOSITION IN THE OO MODEL

In the design of an object-oriented system, we can distinguish the following decomposition activities (not necessarily performed in the order presented here):

1. The problem domain is decomposed into independent concepts represented by classes.
2. The behavior of classes is decomposed into a set of methods.
   a) Each method consists of one or more code fragments.
   b) The state of –instances from– classes is represented by a set of instance variables.
3. In order to deal with the large amount of classes, the class-space is decomposed again ([Booch 94] discusses this ‘canonical model of complex systems’):
   a) With is-a or inheritance relations.
   b) With part-of relations, that designate aggregation at the instance level.

This leads to a three-level decomposition structure as illustrated by the following figure:

The most interesting decomposition level is the first, which decomposes from problem domain concepts to classes: this decomposition step is refined through is-a and part-of decompositions.

When designing the example application in an OO manner one would like to retain all concerns fully separated (as first-class entities), for instance for the purpose of maintainability or reuse. The following class diagram explicitly shows all specific concerns as independent entities, without optimizing the design for code reuse:

![Class Diagram](image)

Figure 4. This class diagram shows the object-oriented relations between the concerns that are involved.

The point of this diagram is to illustrate that even with so few concerns involved, a combinatorial explosion will occur if a designer wants to keep these concerns fully separated: As shown in Figure 4, for the Source, Buffer and Sink concepts it is necessary to define a corresponding Log concept, resulting in the declaration of multiple Log classes, such as SrcLog, BufLog, etc. In combination with logging of the status of synchronization of the Buffer class also a class SyncLog is defined. Class LogSync contains the synchronization of the global log class. Further remarks about this diagram:

- Note that separating these concerns in independent classes –or even separate methods– may not be possible to implement at all (e.g. synchronization).
- If there is a lot of overlap between all logging code or all memory management code, it could be separated into a single class. Reusing this code can be done through inheritance or part-of relations.
- Further optimization of the design will consist of replacing some of the classes with methods or even code fragments within other methods; but such steps compromise the modularity of the design!

We can conclude that the object-oriented model cannot cope very well with the modular specification of independent concerns.

4. DECOMPOSITION WITH ASPECTS

Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) in the general sense is based on –separately– specifying aspects to enhance a design

---

3 Note that this diagram does not intend to show the best possible design for this application; a specifically optimized design would probably involve use of inheritance and design patterns such as Decorator and Observer.
or software system (existing or under development). Aspects are defined as the features that crosscut other components in a systemic way. This means that other components (these are typically objects, although not necessarily) are possibly affected throughout the entire system. In AOP, this impact is restricted to the so-called ‘base level’; this is best compared to the functional part of the system. Typical examples of aspects include memory management, synchronization, tracing and logging, and so on.

The main idea behind AOP is to be able to specify dedicated semantics, which can be seen as enhancements to the basic functionality of a program, in a separate module. A dedicated aspect language that is optimally suited to expressing the specific aspect can be adopted for this purpose. The aspect specifications are to be merged (‘woven’) with the base level program through a so-called AspectWeaver™.

Figure 5 illustrates how the example application would be modeled in an AOP-way. A clear distinction is made between the (base level) classes Source, Buffer and Sink, and the aspects Synchronization, Logging and Memory Management. The resulting diagram shows that in this example, with the limited number of classes involved, indeed most aspects crosscut all components. Only for the synchronization aspect, this is less obvious: all synchronization is centered on the Buffer class, but this may involve those classes that are interacting with the Buffer class as well (indicated by open bullets in the diagram).

*Figure 5. Mapping between classes and aspects*

The figure clearly illustrates that the mapping between classes and aspects is of n:m nature; each class may have multiple aspects, and each aspect may apply to multiple classes.

Currently, the AspectJ language [Lopes 98, AspectJ 99] is the trend-setting approach to AOP. AspectJ brings the principle of AOP to Java. It adopts the following design decisions:

- AspectJ adopts no dedicated aspect languages, but uses plain Java code (method and variable declarations) for specifying aspect semantics. Dedicated syntax is introduced for specifying join points (i.e. those points in the base level code where the aspect code must be inserted) and weaving semantics.
- Rather than intricate code weaving of aspect specifications with base level code at the statement level, in AspectJ the aspect code is woven as method pre- and postfixes and new declarations of methods and variables within classes.

In other words, the key contribution of AspectJ is to add a new kind of composition-semantics to Java; based on the concept of aspect composition, AspectJ enables the merging of method bodies in a sequential manner. The AOP approach applied to the object-oriented model can be visualized by the following decomposition dimensions:

*Figure 6. ‘Standard’ AOP applied to the OO model.*

The figure shows that the aspects form one additional dimension: in this dimension each aspect can be mapped onto a set of join points that can be located anywhere within the base level program. This also illustrates that aspects can not apply to the specifications of other aspects; they are confined to be enhancements of the base level program. This has at least the following consequences:

- Composability of aspects with each other is undefined; they are completely independent, and cannot interface with each other. Despite different semantics of the aspect specification language, independently specified aspects may or may not interfere. In the case of AspectJ, where the aspect language has the full expression power of Java, this means that the introduction or modification of aspect specifications may—or may not—cause a program to break or behave in unforeseeable ways.
- The fact that aspect specifications cannot apply to other aspects, may be a substantial limitation. This is visible for instance in our example application: one of the requirements is that logging may show the status of other aspects as well, and logging is blocked (i.e. has a synchronization constraint itself) when the buffer is full.

We can conclude that AOP can solve a range of problems in (object-oriented) programming by introducing an additional decomposition dimension. However, if multiple concerns are addressed within this single dimension, they cannot be applied to each other. Unless aspects are restricted to well-defined and orthogonal operational characteristics of the base level program, this is insufficient.

5. DECOMPOSITION WITH FILTERS

Composition Filters (see e.g. [Aksit 88, 92, 94] & [Bergmans 96b]) offer a form of aspect programming coming from a different perspective; the notion of independent, self-sufficient objects. To address this, composition filters allow for specifying and composing aspect specifications such as object behavior, synchronization constraints, multiple views and

---

1 This figure does not show any decomposition dimensions within classes (since the visualization of more than 3 dimensions is problematic).

2 It is not entirely clear whether this is fundamental to AOP or not, this seems to be open for discussion.
object interaction abstractions. Each filter specifies one aspect, and is associated with a class. Important characteristics of this approach are:

- One single, consistent, specification technique that is shared by all types of aspect specification (i.e. filters').
- An open-ended set of aspect types (filter types).
- All aspect specifications are composable with each other.
- Straightforward aspect specification reuse between classes.

Due to lack of space, we refer to e.g. [Bergmans 94] or [Koopmans 95] for detailed explanations of composition filters.

In this approach, crosscutting aspects are dealt with by importing the relevant class and/or filter specifications wherever necessary, e.g. through inheritance (as specified in a Dispatch filter). Figure 7 shows how aspects can be mapped to objects in the composition-filters approach:

![Figure 7. A CF-based approach to the example application.](image)

The figure shows that each class is adorned with one or more filters. In this example three commonly used filter types are used: a Wait filter defines synchronization constraints upon messages, an Error filter triggers exceptions, and a Meta filter performs message reflection and lets each message be manipulated by a user-defined abstract communication type [Aksit 93] (in this case GlobalLogger). Filter reuse between classes is possible but is not shown here. Class GlobalLogger is of particular interest since it (partially) implements the logging aspect, but to do so requires another aspect; synchronization, which is defined by the sysLoad filter of the Wait type. All filter processing may involve information about the messages and the state of the objects.

![Figure 8. Mapping between classes and filters](image)

Figure 8 above shows the mapping between filters and classes in this application. In the composition filters approach, concerns can be represented either by classes or by filters. If a concern is represented by a class, such as the GlobalLogger class, it is possible to define 'a concern of a concern', as is the case here with the synchronization by the sysLoad filter.

The disadvantage of expressing concerns in classes (apart from losing many of the benefits that usage of filters has) is that the full expressiveness that is available for defining this concern reduces the guarantees for composability of different concerns. This problem is partially addressed by enforcing certain type constraints (i.e. abstract communication types), and partially because each object explicitly specifies all its concerns, making it easier to verify potential composability problems.

One important design decision for the composition-filters model was –following the basic object-oriented philosophy—to make each class self-contained; only explicitly imported features extend the behavior of the class. This has many advantages from a software engineering perspective, but for systemic aspects, this requires either explicitly importing them in all classes in a system, or incorporating them through inheritance of a common ancestor.

Apart from the lack of a mechanism for defining systemic properties, the composition filters approach can address all requirements of the example application. It must be observed, however, that it is not fully multi-dimensional in the sense that concerns can only be defined upon classes, but not upon filter specifications.

6. CONCLUSION

From the previous discussion and example, we can conclude that multi-dimensional construction of systems is indeed needed, and not trivial to achieve. For our example application this can be graphically illustrated as follows:

![Figure 9. A base level (class) space plus additional decomposition dimensions for three concerns](image)

One of the main themes of this paper is that the entities in one dimension may cross-cut with the entities in other dimensions (e.g. synchronization is needed during logging). It is open to discussion whether we still can –and should– talk about a single base level in such a system, but unless this proves to be problematic, we feel this is at least needed for practical reasons.

In section 4 we observed that AOP introduces one extra decomposition dimension for defining aspects upon the base
level. We discussed under which circumstances this restriction becomes apparent, and observed the lack of composability for generic aspects. In the previous section we evaluated the Composition Filters approach with respect to the example application and the ability to perform multi-dimensional decomposition.

We can make the following observations about the requirements for multi-dimensional decomposition:

- We need a generic language to express aspects so that application specific aspects can be defined as well (this is exemplified by AspectJ).
- A general aspect composition mechanism is required that supports the composition of aspects from multiple dimensions. This probably requires a certain composition expression (such as join point specifications in AspectJ and filter expressions).
- Since some dimensions may need to influence each other, it is necessary to provide general abstractions as a means to share information among multiple aspects. For example, the composition filters model supports the notion of conditions (abstractions of the internal state of an object) and an object manager (which deals with issues such as message queues and scheduling).

Our future work comprises the investigation of other modeling approaches such as Hyperspaces [Tarr 99] and Adaptive Programming [Mezini 98], in particular with respect to their composability properties. We will also look into extending the composition filters model to be able to express systemic aspects and possibly other support for the construction of multi-dimensional systems. Finally, the integration with our current research on balancing among the many dimensions of design criteria is an important item on our research agenda.
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